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State Council Ofﬁce meeting
discusses proposal on drones

FROM PAGE 1
The various types of remotely
controlled aircraft, their uses and risks
of such use were reviewed.
Following discussions, a proposal
was put forward to find a legal way that

would allow the import, manufacture
and use of drones.
The State Council Office met under
the chairmanship of Dr Yahya bin
Mahfoudh al Mantheri, Chairman of
the State Council.

The head of the team also spoke of
the need to establish controls to ensure
that they are used in a manner which
takes into account social, economic
and technical aspects which are
important in providing public safety

and requirements.
It will also ensure that the users will
not violate the sanctity of protected
sites, and maintain the privacy of
individuals, and does not hinder the
security.

Nine injured in Shinas
college bus accident
VINOD NAIR
MUSCAT, APRIL 3
Nine people were injured when a
bus carrying 23 women students
from the Technical College of
Shinas collided with another
vehicle on Tuesday.
According to a statement from
the Royal Oman Police (ROP), the
injured were transferred to the
health centre in Shinas.
The accident has evoked
sharp responses as this was the
fifth incident involving a school
bus. “Efforts should be taken to
regulate this transport,” a citizen
said in his post on social media.
Many requested the authorities
to intensify checks as buses
continue to be driven in a reckless
manner.
“All parents in Oman have the
right to know whether accidents
are due to driver negligence
or poor maintenance of buses.
Details of accidents should be
made public,” said Asma al
Balushi, a mother of three schoolgoing children.

Bilateral ties discussed
with Afghan officials

Pilgrims for
Haj notified
through SMS
SALIM AL HUSSAINI
MUSCAT, APRIL 3
The Ministry of Endowments
and Religious Affairs has begun
notifying citizens who were selected
to perform Hajj via SMSs.
The ministry urged the citizens
eligible to perform Haj this year to
choose the company within ten days
and undergo medical examinations
and vaccinations within one month
after selecting the company.
A total of 13,046 citizens and 550
residents will perform Haj this year.
Application for Haj began on March
13 through the ministry’s e-system
with the number of applicants
exceeding 27,000.
The Sultanate’s pilgrims’ quota
approved by the Saudi Haj authority
is 14,000.

Temperatures fall as
rains lash wilayats
MUSCAT: Rains of varying
amounts were reported in Al Hajar
mountains on Tuesday evening
causing some wadis to overflow
and reducing temperatures. The
rains, triggered by local cloud
formation, were accompanied
by hail and active wind. Heavy
rains also disrupted the vehicular
movement in some mountainous
areas due to falling rocks.
Moderate to heavy thunder
showers were reported in the
Wilayats of Nakhal, Al Awabi,
Samayil, Al Mudhaibi, Izki and
Nizwa.
Some parts of the Wilayat of
Bidiya experienced moderate to
heavy rains accompanied by hail
and active winds and dust causing
boor visibility on the roads.
Convective clouds intensified in
a number of Wilayats of North
Al
Sharqiyah
Governorate
particularly the mountainous
areas bringing heavy rains
accompanied by hail in the
Wilayats of Ibra and Al Qabil.
The latest weather charts
issued by the Oman Met
department indicate continuation
of convective clouds formation
with chances of scattered rains
and occasional thunder showers
on Al Hajar mountains in the
evening. Low-level clouds and
late night and early morning fogs

MUSCAT: Mohammed bin Yousef al Zarafi, Under-Secretary of the
Foreign Ministry for Administrative and Financial Affairs received at the
General Diwan of the ministry on Tuesday Dr Nasir Ahmad Andisha,
Deputy Foreign Minister for Management and Resources in the Islamic
Republic of Afghanistan and his accompanying delegation.
The meeting discussed aspects of the bilateral cooperation between
the two friendly countries and means of enhancing them in various fields.
The meeting also exchanged viewpoints on the regional and
international issues of common concern. The meeting was attended by a
number of officials from the Omani and Afghani sides. — ONA

German geoscience students discover
Oman’s beauty and tranquillity
STAFF REPORTER
MUSCAT, APRIL 3

are expected over the coast of the
Arabian Sea.

A group of 27 German geosciences
students from the Universities of
Bonn, Aachen and Cologne visited
the Sultanate recently. They were
accompanied by Valeska Decker and
Prof Gösta Hoffmann from GUtech
and Bonn University (Germany) as
well as by Dr Daniel Felten.
Dr Felten, the coordinator of the
joint geo-network called ABC/JGeoverbund,
commented:
“We
conducted the Oman trip for the third
time. It is a very positive experience
for our students to come to Oman. It
is not only the beautiful landscape and
fascinating insights into geological
processes but also the very rich
culture of the people which makes the
country a perfect destination for such
an educational trip.”
Previous visits generated positive
feedback from the students, who also
produced amazing videos on YouTube
and posted incredible photos on
social media, said Dr Felten . “This
year the students blogged about
their experience.” Although the blog
is in German [www.geoverbund.
de/omanblog’, the pictures already
illustrate the group’s huge interest in
the country and its people, he noted.
The students also benefited from
Prof Gösta’s experience who recently
published a field guide on the geology
of Oman. “For me it is always a
pleasure to guide visitors through the

country. Especially Europeans expect
to only see sand deserts. When we take
them to places like Wadi Shaab or to
the Hajar Mountains, their perception
changes completely,” he commented.
Prof Gösta, who also guided
a trip for the German Geological
Association earlier this year further
added, “This is the most rewarding
work I can think of.
As the responsible person I am
basically busy all the time, but looking
into happy faces throughout the

day and hearing the laughter during
the evening at the campfire are very
rewarding motivations for me to run
these trips.”
Valeska stated: “It was easy to
conduct this trip to Oman. The
Sultanate is one of the safest countries
I have ever visited. We were in the
good hands of our local partner from
Golden Highlands who took care of
all the logistics during the trip and
also gave us a lot of understanding of
the Omani culture.”

In February, a five-year-old girl
was killed when the school bus
she was travelling in collided with
a mini-bus in Ibri.
Twenty students, including the
girl — a kindergarten student —
were travelling in the bus when
the incident occurred.
According to eyewitnesses, the
school bus did not meet the safety
standards.
Recently, a bus on the way to
University of Nizwa with female
students was involved in an
incident that involved two other
vehicles, including a passenger
van, on the service road.
An official at the Ministry
of Education earlier told the
Observer it has been working in
coordination with the ROP and
the Traffic Safety Institute to train
the school bus drivers.
“MoE has taken measures to
improve the school transport,
including
modernisation
of
buses, regulations and laws, speed
breakers and traffic signs near
schools.”

Reversing
climate change!
FROM PAGE 1
The project also aims at
determining
the
nature
of
chemical interactions between
oceans and newly formed oceanic
crust, improving understanding
of carbon dioxide and water
uptake via weathering for formhydrated minerals and carbonates
including reaction-driven cracking
mechanisms as well as explore
serpentinite-hosted
microbial
ecosystem.
Carbon dioxide is the primary
greenhouse gas driving climate
change, which threatens political
instability, severe weather and food
insecurity worldwide, according to
the United Nations climate body.
“Such studies will contribute
to our understanding of microbial
ecosystems in extreme environments
and the origins of life,” the statement
said.
Phase Two drilling took place
between November 2017 and
February 2018, involving 64
scientists from 19 countries.
Over the course of six months in
the field over two years of seasonal
drilling, the team recovered a total of
3,200 metres of core.
Logging and analysis of the Phase
One samples took place on board
D/V Chikyu atShimizu.
The mountains of Oman are
famous among geologists for having
one of the largest, best and most
studied areas of observable oceanic
crust and mantle anywhere in the
world.
Such geological formations are
known as ophiolites and are formed
when sections of the oceanic crust
get thrust up on top of the continents
during episodes of continental
collision.
The mantle contains peridotite,
a rock that reacts with the carbon
in air and water to form marble and
limestone.

